Elongation factor Tu1 of the antibiotic GE2270A producer Planobispora rosea has an unexpected resistance profile against EF-Tu targeted antibiotics.
Sensitivity of EF-Tu1 of the GE2270A producer Planobispora rosea towards GE2270A, pulvomycin and kirromycin was determined by band-shift assays for EF-Tu1-antibiotic complex formation and by in vitro translation experiments. EF-Tu1 of P. rosea appeared to be not only totally resistant to GE2270A, but also ten times more resistant to kirromycin than EF-Tu1 of Streptomyces coelicolor. In contrast, P. rosea EF-Tu1 was found to be not resistant to pulvomycin, an antibiotic that just like GE2270A blocks EF-Tu x GTP x aminoacyl-tRNA complex formation. Previous in vivo and in vitro experiments with mixed populations of antibiotic resistant and sensitive EF-Tu species had shown that sensitivity to kirromycin and pulvomycin is dominant over resistance. In the case of GE2270A we observed, however, that sensitivity is recessive to resistance, which again points to a different action mechanism than in the case of pulvomycin. Besides the tuf1 gene encoding the regular elongation factor EF-Tu1 a gene similar to S. coelicolor tuf3 for a specialized EF-Tu was located in the P. rosea genome. The tuf1 gene was isolated and sequenced. The amino acid sequence of EF-Tul of P. rosea not only exhibits an unusual Tyr160 substitution (comparable to those described for kirromycin-resistant EF-Tus), but also shows significant changes of conserved amino acids in domain 2 that may be responsible for GE2270A resistance (the latter do not resemble those leading to pulvomycin resistance). P. rosea EF-Tu1 thus is a first example of a bacterial EF-Tu with resistance against two divergently acting antibiotics.